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LIAM FRUMKIN '26
AHAV
Healthy snacks seeking to improve lives through simple snacks and simple
ingredients! The snacks are vegan, gluten-free, high protein, high fiber, and
made of only natural ingredients. Additionally, money from every pouch goes
to No Kid Hungry and the National Eating Disorder Association.

ahavfood.com

liam.frumkin@ahavfood.com

Connect on LinkedIn

http://ahavfood.com/
mailto:liam.frumkin@ahavfood.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/liam-frumkin-88092b219/


JOHN XU '26, SAATHVIK
BOOMPELLI '25, ARNAV JINDAL '25,
AJAY KRISHNAMURTHY '25

ALLEVIATE HEALTH

AI-supported automated scheduling and care programs for medical/dental
practices and hospitals

alleviatehealth.care

john@alleviatehealth.care

Connect on LinkedIn

http://alleviatehealth.care/
mailto:john@alleviatehealth.care
https://www.linkedin.com/in/john-j-xu/


JAVIER CASADO COCERO MBA '24
ANON ID
Anon ID is a private, yet verifiable, Web3 version of Face ID tailored to the
needs of the gaming and entertainment ticketing industries.

anonid.io

javier.casadococero@duke.edu

Connect on LinkedIn

http://anonid.io/
mailto:javier.casadococero@duke.edu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/javier-c-c/


SARAH HOUSTON '24
AURGANICS
Aurganics creates plant-powered solutions for melanin-rich skin, because our
skin is worth more than gold (Au). Aurganics products inhibit excess melanin
production at the source without compromising your skin.

aurganicskin.com

sarah.e.houston@duke.edu

Connect on LinkedIn

http://aurganicskin.com/
mailto:sarah.e.houston@duke.edu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sarahhouston03/


AVIHAN JAIN '27,
CONNER ALDRICH '27

BERN

AI teddy bears to transform how children interact with technology.

bern.tech

Connect on LinkedIn

avihan.jain@duke.edu
conner.aldrich@duke.edu

http://bern.tech/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/avihanjain/
mailto:avihan.jain@duke.edu
mailto:conner.aldrich@duke.edu


OGHENERUNO OBAFEMI MBA '25
BETACARE
Betacare is an m-health company that is democratizing healthcare for all in
Sub-Saharan Africa irrespective of their socioeconomic status or geographical
location by providing health education, health insurance, and medical services
that are accessible, convenient and affordable.

betacare.ng

runo.obafemi@duke.edu

Connect on LinkedIn

http://betacare.ng/
mailto:runo.obafemi@duke.edu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/runoobafemi/


ANDRI KADAIFCIU '27
BIOTEIN

Biotein is a wellness start-up developing an affordable, non-invasive, and
trackable biological-age test to assess the risk of aging-related diseases and
inform healthy lifestyle choices.

bioteinresearch.ca

andri.kadaifciu@duke.edu

Connect on LinkedIn

http://bioteinresearch.ca/
mailto:andri.kadaifciu@duke.edu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/andri-kadaifciu/


VIVIAN YANG MSQM '24, 
ALEX MENG BSE '25

CARROLE

CarRole aims to build new connections between supply and demand in the
auto industry, supplying a media sharing platform that encourages
potential consumers to choose, drivers to create, car fans to assemble, and
dealers to target.

vivian.yang@duke.edu
alex.meng@duke.edu

mailto:vivian.yang@duke.edu
mailto:alex.meng@duke.edu


CASEY GOLDSTEIN ’24
COLLEGE TO CLIMATE
College to Climate is an online platform to connect college students to climate
jobs. Beginning by hosting virtual meetups, the platform quickly reached
students on 6 continents and at 70+ universities. College to Climate now runs
a Launchpad Program, bringing industry speakers to speak to students, as
well as running a Slack community, a weekly newsletter, and a podcast.

collegetoclimate.co

casey.goldstein@duke.edu

Connect on LinkedIn

https://collegetoclimate.co/
mailto:casey.goldstein@duke.edu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/casey-goldstein/


ADEN CLEMENTE '24,
AUBTEEN POUR-BIAZAR '26

DEMOS

Demos is a constituent engagement tool that helps elected officials save time
and gauge constituent sentiment with unprecedented granularity.

get-demos.us

aden.clemente@duke.edu
aubteen.pour-biazar@duke.edu

Connect on LinkedIn

http://get-demos.us/
mailto:aden.clemente@duke.edu
mailto:aubteen.pour-biazar@duke.edu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/aden-clemente/


BEN NEUBERT PHD '25
DOWNLOAD
The DownLoad medical device transforms patient care in hospitals by
automating one of the hospital’s dirtiest jobs - urine and stool measurement,
delivering accurate, real-time data to effectively enhance nurses' quality of life
and improve patient care.

ben.neubert@duke.edu

Connect on LinkedIn

mailto:ben.neubert@duke.edu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/benneubert1/


ALEX YUAN '24, PRINCE
OKONKWO '25, SAM SEELIG '24

DREAMIPSY

Offering fabrics that combine comfortable textiles with therapeutic benefits
for enhanced sleep.

dreamipsy.com

zehua.yuan@duke.edu
prince.okonkwo@duke.edu
samuel.seelig@duke.edu

Connect on LinkedIn

http://dreamipsy.com/
mailto:zehua.yuan@duke.edu
mailto:prince.okonkwo@duke.edu
mailto:samuel.seelig@duke.edu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/zehua-alex-yuan/


IFRAH SOHAIL MSQM '25
DRONO ROBOTICS
Drono is a robot for your roof.

ifrah.sohail@duke.edu

Connect on LinkedIn

mailto:ifrah.sohail@duke.edu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ifrah-sohail/


TIANA ELAME MEM '24
ENVANS

The first environmental marketplace that leverages the power of AI and
community collaboration to improve physical spaces to be climate ready.
EnvAns is connecting its users to certified products, research, and trainings to
ensure the country is climate ready.

tiana.elame@duke.edu

Connect on LinkedIn

envans.org

mailto:tiana.elame@duke.edu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tianacelame/
http://envans.org/


HARRY LANDIS '24
FANFUL

Fanful stands at the forefront of revolutionizing fan engagement in sports. As
a B2B2C platform, we empower sports franchises and fans alike by offering
white-labeled social media platforms enriched with gamification and loyalty
rewards. Our mission is to deepen the emotional connection and foster a
sense of community among fanbases, transforming how they interact with
each other and the teams they love.

Connect on LinkedIn

harrison.landis@duke.edu

https://www.linkedin.com/in/harry-landis-5494b7204/
mailto:harrison.landis@duke.edu


HARLAN BELCHER MEM '24,
ANDREW DREIS MEM '24

FLEET VISION

A market intelligence service for commercial electric vehicle charging
infrastructure developers that uses computer vision to provide unique
prospective customer data enabling superior business development performance.

harlan.belcher@duke.edu
andrew.dreis@duke.edu

Connect on LinkedIn

mailto:harlan.belcher@duke.edu
mailto:andrew.dreis@duke.edu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/harlanbelcher/


ROSTAN RODRIGUES MBA '24
FOUNDATION AI

An AI copilot for healthcare quality reporting.

rostan.rodrigues@duke.edu

Connect on LinkedIn

mailto:rostan.rodrigues@duke.edu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rostan-rodrigues/


JASON LEE '24
GANGLION

Ganglion equips neuro-ICU and stepdown nurses with a mobile medical
device that increases their access to affordable and accurate pupillary
screening in clinical care.

choonghwan.lee@duke.edu

Connect on LinkedIn

ganglion.ai

mailto:choonghwan.lee@duke.edu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/choonghwanlee/
http://ganglion.ai/


JAKE PELOQUIN PHD '24
GUIDSET MEDICAL

GuidSET Medical aims to improve patient outcomes for trauma-based and
point-of-care procedures by developing user-friendly surgical devices that
provide various forms of feedback during operation.

jake.peloquin@duke.edu

Connect on LinkedIn

mailto:jake.peloquin@duke.edu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jacob-peloquin/


LASAL MAPITIGAMA '26
HAYHABOTS

HayhaBots sells software for automating purchases on online stores, with
many resellers leveraging HayhaBots' fast checkout speed to buy items before
they sell out.

lasal.mapitigama@duke.edu

Connect on LinkedIn

hayhabots.com

mailto:lasal.mapitigama@duke.edu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lasal-m-323a6a16b/
http://hayhabots.com/


JOHN BUXTON '26, ARYAN MATHUR '25, 
BILL SSEWANYANA '26 

HELIAN

Helian is an online tool that allows retail and institutional investors to better
visualize and understand the social and environmental impact of the
companies in which they invest.

john.buxton@duke.edu
aryan.mathur@duke.edu
bill.ssewanyana@duke.edu

Connect on LinkedIn

helianinvestments.com

mailto:john.buxton@duke.edu
mailto:aryan.mathur@duke.edu
mailto:bill.ssewanyana@duke.edu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/john-buxton/
http://helianinvestments.com/


ARYA DIWASE MBA/MPP ’24
HIMAYAT
Himayat is a comprehensive digital HR management and employment benefits
platform serving urban households and domestic workers (DWs) in India,
where currently 500 million households employ at least one domestic worker.
Through Himayat, employers can save money, recriut, and retain consistent
labor, whereas domestic workers can gain benefits and security.

arya.diwase@duke.edu

Connect on LinkedIn

himayat.net

mailto:arya.diwase@duke.edu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/arya-diwase/
http://himayat.net/


JAYLEN COLEMAN BSE ’23, MEGM ’24
INFINITY PORTAL
Infinity Portal offers a customizable LED display with a 3D optical illusion
effect, creating an infinite light tunnel from every perspective. The PORTAL is
fully portable with a 3D-printed frame, allowing users to light up any room or
environment.

jaylen.coleman@duke.edu

Connect on LinkedIn

infinity-portal.org

mailto:jaylen.coleman@duke.edu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jaylen-coleman-a9a2a6187/
http://infinity-portal.org/


URENNA OKOYE '24
IZUCHI INC
IZUCHI provides the knowledge, guidance, and confidence to have more
choices, freedom, and impact through holistic financial literacy and advisory.

urenna.okoye@duke.edu

Connect on LinkedIn

mailto:urenna.okoye@duke.edu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/urenna-okoye-4313b6209/


AURNI ZAMAN MBA '24
NEWTON'S ARCHIVE
Bangladesh's first and largest handcrafted scented candle store that delivers
unique scents and gifts for loved ones.

tasnim.zaman@duke.edu

newtonsarchive.com

mailto:tasnim.zaman@duke.edu
http://newtonsarchive.com/


MINGYU ZHOU MA '25
OFSPECTRUM

AI-driven text-to-speech production and protection.

mingyu.zhou@duke.edu

ofspectrum.com

Connect on LinkedIn

mailto:mingyu.zhou@duke.edu
http://ofspectrum.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/zelo-zhou-84285423a/


RUI SUN MEGM '25
PURRFECTSMILE
PurrfectSmile is a smart hardware company revolutionizing pet oral care
through innovative products paired with smart apps and AI-driven analysis for
proactive pet health management.

renee.sun@duke.edu

Connect on LinkedIn

purrfectsmile.com

mailto:renee.sun@duke.edu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rui-ray-sun/
http://purrfectsmile.com/


KEN KALIN BSE '25, ALEC LIU BSE '25,
DEL CUDJOE BSE '25

QUIKCAL

QuikCal digitizes construction delivery management whiteboards for
commercial general contractors.

kenneth.kalin@duke.edu
alec.liu@duke.edu
ervin.cudjoe@duke.edu

Connect on LinkedIn

quikcal.com

mailto:kenneth.kalin@duke.edu
mailto:alec.liu@duke.edu
mailto:ervin.cudjoe@duke.edu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ken-kalin-4774771b2/
http://quikcal.com/


MATTHEW SCOLA '24
SAVEOR
SaveOr is an easy-to-use software platform that generates better outcomes for families
by providing a solution for managing the transfer of tangible personal property.
Families often neglect to make plans for their treasured possessions following their
passing, which can result in family conflict and disagreements. SaveOr allows users to
sort and categorize their tangible personal property to ensure cherished goods are
correctly transferred and useless knick-knacks are sold or given to charity.

dominic.scola@duke.edu

Connect on LinkedIn

saveor.com

mailto:dominic.scola@duke.edu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dmscola/
http://saveor.com/


VICTOR YANG MBA '25, 
YANPEI/SOPHIA HUI MBA '25, 
LI LAN MBA ‘25

SIRRONA

We are driving a paradigm-shifting collaboration between Duke's MBA
program and the medical school, pioneering a groundbreaking therapy that
triggers cancer apoptosis, poised to revolutionize cancer treatment.

victor.yang@duke.edu
sophia.hui@duke.edu
li.lan@duke.edu

mailto:victor.yang@duke.edu
mailto:sophia.hui@duke.edu
mailto:li.lan@duke.edu


SYDELLE BERNSTEIN '26
STUDENTS WHO SIT
Students Who Sit offers reliable, affordable, and consistent child care services
for the children of Duke's faculty and staff, all while empowering students by
providing them with a stable income in a safe, enriching, low-pressure
environment.

sydelle.bernstein@duke.edu

Connect on LinkedIn

mailto:sydelle.bernstein@duke.edu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sydelle-bernstein-022a45257/


DHRUV BINDRA '25,
RAHUL BHANDARI '26

STYL

A personalized Tinder-like shopping experience.

dhruv.bindra@duke.edu
rahul.bhandari@duke.edu

Connect on LinkedIn

styl.digital

mailto:dhruv.bindra@duke.edu
mailto:rahul.bhandari@duke.edu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dhruvbindra/
http://styl.digital/


JOE JANEY MBA/MPP ’25
SYNC60

Sync60's Learning and Employment Record platform enables workforce
development organizations and community colleges to better support their
current and future job seekers. 

joe.janey@duke.edu

Connect on LinkedIn

sync60.io

mailto:joe.janey@duke.edu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/joejaney/
http://sync60.io/


HARRY FAZZONE '26, 
BENJAMIN CHAUHAN '26, 
SANJEEV CHAUHAN BSE '26

THE CLASSROOM
COMPANY

We're building tomorrow's classroom by carefully integrating software and AI
that supports student-teacher relationships.

harrison.fazzone@duke.edu
benjamin.chauhan@duke.edu
sanjeev.chauhan@duke.edu

Connect on LinkedIn

deaplearning.com

mailto:harrison.fazzone@duke.edu
mailto:benjamin.chauhan@duke.edu
mailto:sanjeev.chauhan@duke.edu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/harry-fazzone-6ab0a0240/
http://deaplearning.com/


CLAYTON BROMLEY BSE '24, 
JACOB BECKER BSE '24

TOWSTER

Defense medical technology startup TOWSTER is pioneering casualty
evacuations for clandestine denied-airspace combat scenarios while
offering en route hyperbaric oxygen therapy and covert underwater
evacuation capabilities.

clayton.bromley@duke.edu
jacob.becker@duke.edu

Connect on LinkedIn

towstercorp.com

mailto:clayton.bromley@duke.edu
mailto:jacob.becker@duke.edu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/clayton-bromley/
http://towstercorp.com/


PAUL MOSLEY MBA '24
VIEWFLOW MEDICAL

Viewflow's groundbreaking technology promises to revolutionize blood flow
assessment during surgery, providing surgeons with real-time and quantitative
insights, ultimately enhancing patient care and reducing complications.

j.paul.mosley@duke.edu

Connect on LinkedIn

mailto:j.paul.mosley@duke.edu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jpaulmosley/

